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BREXITEER REBELLION SEEN OFF FOR NOW
This week we saw the absurd spectacle of the government supporting attempts to wreck its own Brexit plan, as the hard Brexiteers struck back 
following the Chequers agreement. This leaves the government with no foundation for negotiations with the EU, as there is no position it can take that 
will command the support of the Tory party. Its two options are to face down the hardliners and go full soft Brexit or crash out with no deal. They are 
pointless and disastrous respectively, but given the tiny modicum of leadership that would be required for the former the latter seems more likely.

Elsewhere, Donald Trump met with Vladimir Putin in Helsinki. Among the highlights were Trump contradicting his own intelligence agencies to clear 
Russia of election hacking, calling an offer to hand over American spies and diplomats to Russia for interrogation a “great deal” and generally looking 
like Putin’s lackey in front of the world. The best case is Trump was under-prepared and out of his depth against a ruthless political operator, but 
theories of him being compromised by Russian intelligence are now being openly discussed.

UK: POUND SLIDES BELOW $1.30 ON WEAKER THAN EXPECTED ECONOMIC DATA
Instead of rising slightly as expected, year-on-year inflation remained at 2.4 percent 
in June. This has stoked expectations that further monetary tightening by the Bank of 
England will be delayed at least until September, triggering a sharp fall in the pound 

to below $1.30. The slide in the pound was helped by softer than expected retail sales data. The 
good weather and World Cup boosted spending in food shops and contributed to robust growth 
in overall retail sales over the quarter, but there was an unexpected fall of 0.5 percent between 
May and June.

Meanwhile, Theresa May narrowly avoided an embarrassing Commons defeat this week, 
although her Brexit plans didn’t survive the encounter. A series of amendments and counter 
amendments were fought over and in the end the governments side needed the backing of 
some Labour MPs and the incompetence of the Liberal Democrats to scrape through. Wording 
to torpedo the Irish back stop was added, while a rear-guard action to remain in the customs 
union was defeated. As a result the Tory party may have irrevocably split, making any further 
legislation much harder to pass.

US: BANKS AND INDUSTRIALS OFFER STRONG START TO EARNINGS SEASON
Many big Wall Street banks have reported stronger than expected second quarter 
earnings this week. The earnings per share of Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, 
Citigroup, Morgan Stanley and Bank of America all exceeded previous estimates. 

Morgan Stanley reported a 39 percent increase in profits, while Goldman Sachs reported a 
40 percent increase in net profits and Bank of America a 33 percent rise. Goldman Sachs 
also experienced a 45 percent increase in bond trading revenues. Meanwhile the S&P 500 
industrials index also benefited from the strong second quarter earnings of the likes of CSX 
Corp and United Continental.

Wall Street has been one of the main beneficiaries of the cut in corporate tax rates introduced 
by the Trump administration as well as rising interest rates. Many have also benefited from the 
rise in trading volumes as volatility has returned to financial markets, mainly on the back of 
the uncertainties surrounding global trade. This seems to have muted growth in US and global 
stocks this week. In addition to the introduction of EU tariffs on Chinese electric bikes, there 
hasn’t been any real progress in trade talks between the US and China.
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EU: EU-JAPAN TRADE PACT BRIGHT SPOT FOR PROPONENTS OF FREE TRADE   
The EU and Japan, which together account for a third of global output, have signed 
the world’s largest bilateral trade deal. The signing was largely ceremonious as the 
agreement has yet to be agreed by the two parliaments. If ratified, the pact would see 

heavy Japanese tariffs on EU food products and EU tariffs on Japanese automotive products 
reduced significantly. The move may be seen as a counterweight to protectionist policies from 
the US and China. However, in terms of exports, the US and China are much more important 
trading partners for the EU than Japan, as the graph illustrates.

Meanwhile, the EU has imposed an antitrust fine of 4.3 billion euros, equivalent to Holland’s 
annual contribution to the EU, on Alphabet, Google’s parent company, for abusing the dominant 
market position of its Android operating system. The European Commission found that Google 
has been forcing phone makers to pre-install the Chrome browser as a condition of using Google 
Play. As well the US tech giant, the EU has also struck out against China, introducing tariffs on 
imports of electric bicycles following an investigation which found evidence of dumping.
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